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Foundation itself provides the shared functionality across the Oracle Enterprise Project Management 
solution with the intent of packaging all of those common elements of Oracle Projects into one place. 
�

 
 
 
Prior to E-Business Suite Release 12, access to project information was limited to Projects or 
to specific source applications such as Purchasing, Payables or Fixed Assets. Users could not 
view the project information status without developing custom objects and data sets against 
standard Project Status Inquiry (PSI). To provide more flexible access to project data at the 
task and subtask levels, customers often chose third party enterprise tools. Tools such as 
Discoverer, Business Objects, Cognos and the like allowed more reporting visibility but with 
limited capabilities unless extensions or customizations were integrated into the solution. 
Ultimately, businesses have to cross reference the expenditure tables in Oracle to generate 
detailed reconciliation reports, and/or define custom columns within PSI to retrieve 
Inception to Date and Year to Date for both Capital Expenditures and Operating 
Expenditures. Now, however, visibility has been enhanced within Projects itself. This chapter 
will discuss some improvements and additions key to the Release 12 Projects Suite. As a note 
of reference, certain improved functionality within Oracle Projects Suite was previously 
released as part of Oracle Projects, Family Pack M (PA.M).  Though we make reference to 



enhancements to Release 12, it is important to know that PA.M had already provided a large majority of 
the improvements. Release 12 just made it better. Please contact your Oracle Sales Representative for 
any additional questions regarding licensing fees or whether you may already have a license for any of 
the functionality seen here. Also review your business objectives clearly and plan accordingly for both the 
implementation time and cost associated with the deployment. 
 
PROJECT PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS 
 
With Release 12, Projects offers a set of solutions to help deliver global projects by integrating, managing 
and providing important insight into enterprise project information.  Project Portfolio Analysis facilitates 
better global visibility, as well as strategic evaluation of current and future project objectives. It helps 
organizations evaluate, analyze, prioritize and select the right projects by making information about 
financial goals and strategic goals.  Decisions are based on an accurate understanding of budget 
changes, strategy changes, acquisitions, and mergers. With the Project Portfolio Analysis tool, the user 
can define organizational investment criteria for projects, analyze current and proposed projects, and 
define and compare multiple what-if scenarios with groups of projects, thus automating the decision 
process for changing project portfolios.  Projects now can be selected into a portfolio aligned with 
organizational objectives based on 
the portfolio’s budget. Projects can be evaluated based on portfolio, total project and portfolio costs, and 
strategic objectives. Like other Release 12 modules, such as Payments and EBusiness Tax, Projects 
includes the ability to create “What-If” scenarios to evaluate the true effect of a proposed business 
change before actually changing a production environment. These scenarios can help identify risky 
projects and fund only those that make sense or meet organizational goals. Various portfolio scenarios 
can be compared and only those that provide financial value to the business can be funded.   
 
Other features of Project Portfolio Analysis give users the keys to successfully use the portfolio model. 
First, robust portfolio management functionality allows users to create portfolios to group and manage 
projects, build scenarios, and balance those scenarios in a portfolio plan based on specific investment 
mixes. Users are also able to manage planning cycles by gathering and analyzing proposals in order to 
make decisions based on those portfolios. Project Portfolios can be assessed by scoring or ranking the 
projects in a portfolio using Release 12 Business Intelligence that includes standard Key Performance 
Areas (KPA) and graphical representations for portfolio comparison. The tool also calculates Net Present 
Value (NPV), Return on Investment (ROI), and Internal Rate of Return (IRR) based on financial plan 
information. Workflows are also automated for both planning and approvals, and are triggered by events 
such as budget changes. With workflows, users can collect project information, and recommend 
scenarios; plan approvals can be required; and planning cycle status notifications can be sent. Finally, 
users can create advanced filters based on selected 
metrics to prioritize projects to make more informed decisions. 
 
What-If scenarios . 
 
When projects are submitted to the planning cycle, project managers are notified that the 
current planning cycle is available to receive projects into an initial scenario. The project 
managers must validate that their projects meet the criteria of the planning cycle. Once 
projects have been collected into an initial scenario, more projects can be added, and then the 
initial scenario can be used to build more scenarios. 
Portfolios are managed by comparing and ranking the projects, and comparing the scenarios 
with each other. This allows users to identify those projects and scenarios that are better 
suited to the organization’s strategic and financial goals. A portfolio plan can be submitted to 
the portfolio approver, who can approve or reject the portfolio plan after careful review. 
The portfolio analyst closes the planning cycle after all cycle activities are completed. Once 
closed, users can view the historical version of the portfolio plans and review the scenarios 
and projects. 
 
 
 



Enabling Project Portfolio Analysis 
 
Several steps must be complete in order to enable the Project Portfolio Analysis. 
• The profile option “PJP: Licensed to Use Project Portfolio Analysis” must be set to 
“YES” at the site level. Other profile options that are required for enabling full 
functionality of Project Portfolio Analysis are: 
• PJP: Portfolio Selection Class Category 
• PJP: Portfolio Organization Hierarchy 
• PJP: Nominate Risk from Investment Criteria 
• PJP: Default Discount Rate 
• PJP: Financial Plan Type for Project Benefit, set at SITE LEVEL 
• PJP: Financial Plan Type for Project Cost, set at SITE LEVEL 
• Portfolio Analysis Calendars must be configured in the General Ledger 
• Financial Plan Types for Cost and Benefit, Portfolio Type Classes and Additional 
Investment Classes must be defined by the System Administrator responsibility for 
 
Creating Your Own Portfolio 
 
The Project Portfolio Analysis responsibility (see Figure 118) will be visible in the navigator 
menu once the product is licensed. Once in the Project Portfolio Analysis module, users will 
only be able to view their portfolios including those projects that have been added to their 
own portfolios (see Figure 119). 
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Another required checklist step in the Planning cycle is the Financial Information checklist 
(see Figure 122), which provides all of the financial metrics, including the allocation percent of 
funds to be used across varying class codes. Some of the class codes include those for board 
requirements, discretionary spending, governmental requirements both Federal/Statutory and SEC, 
overhead, key business objectives and revenue generating. 
 

 
 
Figure 122 – The Financial Information tab 
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Figure 123 shows the distribution list within the planning cycle, which allows users to assign a specific 
person(s) or roles to view the portfolio plan that has been created. This correlates into several specific 
areas of security: (1) from a role-based perspective, no one else’s except those identified in the 
distribution will be able to view the plan, (2) no one else except those identified can receive workflow 



notifications for any changes, or updates to the plan, or be allowed to provide any approval responses to 
the plan. 
 
Once the planning cycle has been initiated, users can then create scenarios. Figure 124 is the scenarios 
home page. One of the benefits of What-If scenarios is the ability to perform a sideby- side comparison of 
multiple scenarios. This enables businesses to make the best decisions for the good of the organization 
and its strategic goals. Figure 125 illustrates the comparison functionality. 
 
 

 
Figure 124 – The Scenarios home page 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 125 – Scenarios can be compared side-by-side for good decision making 
Project Portfolio Analysis features include the ability to: create portfolios, use strategic criteria definition, 
use criteria weighting and targets, initiate planning cycles, score and nominate projects, model scenarios, 
compare scenarios, recommend and approve scenarios, and refresh financial data for portfolio analysis. 
 
 
 
 



PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
 
Projects includes a number of improvements that make project management easier. A single 
repository for all project information includes all elements of the project lifecycle, creating a 
single source of truth. A number of workplan definition enhancements allow for the defining, 
tracking and controlling of projects in more detail. These enhancements include support for 
task dependencies, the ability to assign resources to tasks, and Gantt Chart support for 
dependencies and resources. Also, task attachments are visible from the workplan view, and 
users can receive notification of task execution from Workflow. 
Oracle’s decision to expand Projects’ integration with Microsoft Project is also a significant 
improvement. Projects now includes additional workplan and financial structure integration 
options that can be used to make project management simpler. Additional enhancements 
include simplified workplan navigation, the ability to process updates on structure and the 
ability for multiple users to update multiple task details. Also, an earned value calculation runs 
after selecting a new baseline version, a mass refresh for conversion rates and cost and bill 
rates can be run, and the “as of” date for financial percent completion derivation is provided. 
While initially released in Oracle Projects, Family Pack M for Release 11.5.10.2, several 
features in Project Management are new enough to warrant a mention. First, Deliverables 
Management provides the ability to track any measurable, tangible, and verifiable items that 
have to be produced to complete a project (items and documents). Also, Workplan and 
Staffing Plan Integration allows users to leverage a Workplan’s task resources to integrate with 
a project-level staffing plan, thereby tracking resource capacity on the project and their usage 
on the workplan. By reviewing resource usage on tasks against their planned capacity, users 
can determine whether they are over or under utilization, and whether they can work on a 
particular project. Finally, there are now several ways to collect, roll up, and analyze progress 
on a workplan so it can be accurately managed and communicated. A new client extension is 
included to track workplan progress that allows tracking for all task types. Users can also 
cancel tasks and see “as of” date display values.  Budget and Forecasting Enhancements include the 
ability to perform budget generation and forecast generation from a Financial Plan, Staffing Plan, or 
Workplan resource, and streamline data entry for budgets with flexible budgeting options for entering and 
viewing data. 
 
Enhancements also include honor bill rate overrides on project assignments, honor billability on revenue 
budget or revenue forecast generation, the ability to generate a cost budget from a Workplan with cost 
disabled, and visibility of missing rates for budget and forecast generation. 
Users can also analyze a forecast and make adjustments, create an initial forecast, and take advantage 
of new data entry and view options. Other improvements include enhanced budgeting and forecasting 
spreadsheet integration and new budgeting and forecasting APIs.  Issue and change management 
enhancements include streamlined ability to create issues and make changes, as well as changes to how 
to implement those changes to budgets and forecasts.  In the reporting area, Project Management has 
addressed both performance reporting and performance exceptions reporting. Project Performance 
Reporting provides a new centralized view to review all pertinent information for a single project, including 
Earned Value, Cost Information, and Project Status. Viewing the project and the drill downs of specific 
tasks can be performed from the “project performance reporting page”. Information included on this 
page includes Project Financial Information; Task, Resource, and Periodic Reporting; multicurrency 
support for project performance; support for multiple calendars; performance reporting user interface 
enhancements; custom measures (metrics); enhanced supplier mapping for contingent workers; the 
ability to run concurrent programs by operating unit; the ability to view periodic data for a range of 
periods; public views for the project performance summarization model and financial planning and Project 
Status Inquiry (PSI). With Performance Exceptions Reporting, users have the ability to review the status 
of all projects, use alerts based on specific issues or criteria of project status, and then drill down to the 
details to identify the root cause. Users can create rules based on certain factors and can then use these 
rules to compare against other schedules and financial measures (cost, revenue or profitability) to 
generate reports and exceptions. These exceptions can be segregated as KPAs (Key Performance 
Areas) that are scored based on some weighted value or weightings of the associated exceptions. Users 



can then use the KPAs to drive reporting of the overall status of the project. Use of colored graphical 
indicators highlights the exceptions, KPAs, and the project status from the standard user interface. 
While initially released in Oracle Projects, Family Pack M (PA.M), Projects improves the Earned Value 
Management (EVM) method of program management. With this method, users manage projects by 
understanding the mathematical relationships between project scope, work and budget. Leveraging 
enhancements in progress management, Project Management supports the following EVM metrics: 
Planned Value (aka. Budgeted Cost of Work Scheduled); Earned Value (aka. Budgeted Cost of Work 
Performed); Actual Cost (aka. Actual Cost of Work Performed); Schedule Variance, Cost Variance; the 
Schedule Performance Index, the Cost Performance Index, the To Complete Performance Index; the 
budget at completion, the estimate at completion, and variance at completion. These metrics 
are available for all levels of a project and can be integrated in the project status reports. This 
addition is especially important to government contractors as all government contracts 
awarded after October 1, 2006 over a certain dollar amount must use EVM. From the perspective of 
Program Management, EVM metrics can be applied to the program, but the grouping of those projects in 
a hierarchy to track progress with aggregate data is most important. You can view both the projects and 
the programs from your “Project List” page. From there you can drill down from the program to the project 
details. You also have visibility to rolled up workplan schedule information at the program or rolled up to 
the level of associated/related projects. Always keep in mind that analysis using any of the methods 
discussed in these chapters still requires review to ensure that what is captured is of value to 
the organization. Modifications outside of EVM to generate additional reporting may need to 
be considered. 
 
Enabling Project Management 
 
There are a number of profile options that need to be set to enable project management: 
The Profile Option “PA: Licensed to use Project Management” must be set to YES at the Site Level and 
“Deliverables on Project Templates” at the Operating Unit Level. If you use Microsoft Project, set 
“Microsoft Project Integration” to yes at the Site Level Workplan and Progress Management setups are all 
optional at the Site, Application, Responsibility and User Levels. 
“Financial Plan Types”, “Control Item Classifications”, “Control Item Types”, “Deliverable 
Types”, “Performance Rules”, and “Key Performance Area Scoring Rules” need to be defined at the Site 
Level. 
 
An important note at this point regarding enabling any of these applications: Configuration of each 
application varies in content and complexity. Please refer to the latest implementation guides for current 
setup steps and configurations. 
 
With Program Management, you can track programs by grouping projects in a hierarchy, 
which provides visibility of aggregate project data into a program. This allows more drill down 
capabilities. Advantages include unlimited program hierarchy, program rollup, and program 
reporting enhancements. You can now link more than one project to multiple programs so 
that the project data will be reflected in the rolled up amounts for each program. Program 
Management also includes Microsoft Project integration for programs. 
 
PROJECT COLLABORATION 
 
Oracle Project Collaboration enables team members to collaborate more easily and 
communicate their efforts to review and complete project work. Team members are provided 
with secure (personalized) access to project information. This information can be shared 
anytime, anywhere. Visibility to this portal, which contains tasks, issues and deliverables, helps 
increase team efficiency.  Oracle Project Collaboration includes new regions on the Team Member Home 
Page, including Assigned Actions and Task Assignments. Task Assignments lists all tasks across 
projects where a resource has an assignment and owned work. The collaborative progress 
entry for entering tasks, assignments, and deliverables has been streamlined. Collaborative 
work planning now allows you to include task managers in the planning process without 
granting access to the entire project or workplan. 



To Enable Project Collaboration, set the Profile Options “PA: Licensed to use Project 
Collaboration” and “PA: Team Home Page Layout” to YES at the site level. 
 
PROJECT COSTING 
 
Project Costing improves the bottom line of your projects by integrating and controlling all global project 
costs. Users can manage budgets, streamline processes, automate resource sharing and capitalize 
assets more effectively. Project Costing enables the tracking of programs by grouping projects in a 
hierarchy, providing visibility of aggregate project data into a program. This allows more drilldown 
capabilities. 
 
Project Costing integrates with several new key Release 12 features and derives the full benefits of all of 
them. First and foremost, Project Costing uses the Subledger Accounting Engine to generate accounting 
entries leveraging all the capabilities described in Chapter 2.  Because Multiple Reporting Currencies 
(MRC) amounts are now calculated by Subledger Accounting and stored in alternate ledgers, Project 
Costing can also leverage MRC functionality. With budgetary controls and public sector accounting 
enabled, users can perform funds checks or generate encumbrance entries, then use the Subledger 
Accounting Engine to generate accounting entries. Also, users can perform tasks across operating units 
with multi-org access control (MOAC). 
 
Integration with Purchasing and Payables now includes Contingent Worker Support. Also known as 
Contract Labor, it can fill any job role, including a Project Manager. The P2P (Procure to Pay) process 
provides organizations with improved methods for procuring and managing contingent workers. 
Enhancements include Labor Cost Processing for Contingent Workers and Expense Report Processing 
for Contingent Workers. 
 
Finally since Invoice Lines has now been introduced in Payables, Projects can now capture 
and transfer the additional information included on the Invoice Lines tab. From Chapter 2, 
the invoice line contains data representative of the actual goods and services being invoiced, along with 
tax, freight and other charges. 
 
Improved Project Costing with Cash Basis 
Accounting 
 
With Release 12, if Cash Basis Accounting is enabled in the primary account ledger, then payments 
instead of invoices are interfaced from Payables to Project Costing. This enhancement allows you to 
recognize partial payments and reverse the cost when the payment is made. Users can now reconcile the 
cost recorded in Project Costing with the cost recognized in the General Ledger, improving accuracy. 
Additionally, Subcontractor Payment Management which addresses business requirements such as 
retention, advances, and finance payments is available. 
 
Supplier costs can now be adjusted in Project Costing if the following set of conditions is true: 
• Invoices are fully or partially paid, but the option to allow adjustments is not enabled in Payables 
• Payment discounts were taken and distributed to invoice expense distributions 
• An invoice is finally matched to a closed Purchase Order 
• An invoice is prepaid, fully or partially 
• An invoice is selected for payment in Payables 
• All adjustment processing is disabled in Payables 
 
If Automatic Offset is enabled in Payables, any adjustments made to the balancing attributes of the 
charge account will not be allowed. If Cash Basis Accounting is enabled in Payables for both the primary 
and secondary ledgers, invoices can be fully or partially paid.  A new Mass Adjust concurrent program 
performs adjustments to a larger number of transactions at any given time. A new supplier cost 
adjustment report lists adjusted transactions, and displays original transaction attributes, and the adjusted 
amounts by project or GL Account. Finally, there are drilldown capabilities from Payables to the Project 
Expenditure Inquiry Window from the invoice workbench. This allows auditable project 



adjustment activities.  Integration with Project Manufacturing includes Burdening WIP and Inventory 
Transactions.  Another enhancement is the addition of new expenditure item attributes and future-dated 
people. Users can enter actual project transactions for future-dated people only after they 
become active. In a future-dated expenditure batch, users can enter people who will be active 
as of the transaction dates. 
 
PROJECT BILLING 
 
Project Billing helps improve cash flow and project profitability by streamlining and managing 
your billing processes. Flexibility is enhanced by giving users the ability to define top tasks by 
customer or invoice method. When the customer is defined as the top task, this allows 
invoicing customers for specific job work by top task. When the invoice method is defined as 
the top task, this allows the invoicing of customers at varying levels – fixed price and time and 
materials within the same project.  Functionally, users can create invoice write-offs at the line-level which 
can be applied by prorating an amount across selected lines or entering an amount line by line. This 
enables the write-off of invoice specific line-items without having to prorate the amount across all lines of 
the invoice. Users can also manually apply credit amount against customer invoice, without needing to 
adjust any supporting transactions. Project Billing also gives users the ability to review and approve 
invoices. Finally, Project Billing integrates with the new E-Business Tax engine. Users can view 
information is several ways to assist in research. Billing Review has a new interface which provides 
access to Project Billing summary information, with ability to review and approve draft invoices. All of 
these functions can be performed from the new interface.  Users can also view the billing summary which 
includes information regarding revenue, funding backlog, invoice collections, and invoicing status. Finally, 
the invoice summary can be viewed by customer. 
 
BENEFITS 
 
Projects global benefits include greater efficiencies through automated processes, providing a single point 
source of both information and configurations, allowing better control of the decision making process 
through increased global visibility of the enterprise, ease of configurability and usage, the ability to test 
and pre-determine scenarios, enterprise analytics shared across the foundation, and collaborative design 
for efficiency and results. 
 

 


